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Emotion in Postmodernism and Beyond 
Autobiographic meta.fiction in two Egyptian novels of the 1990s 
(Nurii Amzn and Mu$/afii Dhikrl) 1 

CHRISTIAN JUNGE 

1. Introduction 

These writings are not an autobiography, nor anything like; the 
flights of fancy, the artifice herein, bear them far beyond such 
bounds. 

They are illusions-incidents and visions-figures; the 
kernels of events which are but dreams; the clouds of memo-
ries which should have taken place, but never did. 

More, perhaps, a 'Becoming' than a 'Life'; not my life. , 
Id war al-Kharra\, City of Sajfro11-

1.1 Emotion, postmodcrnism, and autobiographic metafiction 
In his seminal Turabuhii za)ariin (City of Saffron, 1985), Egyptian author Idwar al-Kharrat 
refoses the generic notion of autobiography. Instead, he provides a postmodernist "novel-
autobiography" that, as Stephan Guth elaborates, "stresses. the fictional and fantastic cha-
racter of his autobiography".3 One decade later, in the 1990s, a new generation of young 
Egyptian writers seems to have followed al-Kharrat, radicalizing his fictional approach of 
'writing the self by using metafictional techniques at large. Niira Amln's Qamf.y wardi 
forigh (An Empty Pink Shirt, 1997) and Mu~tata Dhikrl's Hurii' matiihah qfifiyyah (Much 
Ado About a Gothic Labyrinth, 1997)4 both feature a first-person narrator who is not only 
an author but an author who writes about the act of writing about herse(f or himself-a 
technique here referred to as "autobiographic metafiction". 

This essay is based on the paper "Alles nur Fiktion? Metafiktion im iigyptischen Roman der 90er" 
("Everything Just Fiction? Metafiction in the Egyptian Novel of the 90s"], presented at the 30'h 
Deutscher Orientalistentag in Freiburg, Germany (October, 2007). 

2 Kharra\ 1989: xiv. 
3 Guth 1998: 147. 
4 This essay eschews the literal translation-"Idle Talk of a Gothic Labyrinth"-in favour of a more 

allusive title in accordance with the authorized German translation (see DhikrT 2004). Much Ado About 
a Gothic Labyrinth does not refer to William Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing so much as it 
playfully alludes to a plethora of works and authors such as The Arabian Nights, Orlando Furioso, Id-
war al-Kharra\, and Jorge Luis Borges. 
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This essay has two general objectives: (I) It discusses the phenomenon of auto-
biographic metafiction and reflects on the complex interplay between writing fiction and 
writing the self. In this regard, it offers a close reading of the two novels in question, while 
tracing the phenomenon within the broader context of the Egyptian novel of the 1990s. (2) 
Within the framework of postmodernist "novel-autobiography", the essay pays particular 
attention to emotion in order to question such postmodernist paradigms as "radical con-
structivism" and the "death of the subject". By analyzing narrated emotion, it retraces its 
impact on writing as experienced within the metafictional account. 

The close reading formulates three major theses: (1) In writing fiction related to his/her 
life, the narrator self-consciously uncovers autobiographical traces, a phenomenon that may 
be called the 'autobiographication' of fiction. Consequently, fiction becomes both a legiti-
mate and interpretable expression of the narrator's self (2) Insofar as the narrator regards 
identity as equivalent to narration, he/she tends to overestimate his or her ability to "author" 
the self, often going so far as to posit him or herself as the selfs exclusive author. The 
resulting narrative focalization of the socially decentered self produces both a text and a 
self that are either idealist (in the case of Amin) or rationalist (in the case of DhikrT). (3) In 
contrast, emotion and body appear as corrective challenges to such idealist constructions-
aflirming, as a consequence, the authenticity of emotion. By way of departure into the close 
reading of Amln's and DhikrT's novels, this essay will first discuss autobiographic metafic-
tion in the literature of the 1990s, then widen its focus to explore the status of the subject 
and emotion in postmodernist literature. 

1.2 Egyptian literature of the 1990s and autobiographic metafiction 
The so-called "generation of the 90s" Oil al-tis'lnat/ is a generation of young writers in 
Egypt that published their first works during the 1990s, mostly through the two small Cai-
rene publishing houses, Dar Sharqiyyat and Dar Mlrlt. These writers can be considered as 
the second generation of the so-called "New Sensibility" (al-bassilsiyyah al-jadidah),6 a 
term coined by ldwar al-Kharrat. In the aftermath of the political and ideological disillu-
sionments of the 1960s, espescially the 1967 defeat, literature underwent a crisis of repre-
sentation; writers turned away from realism and romanticism and their established aesthetic 
and poetic norms. The New Sensibility thus resulted in a literature "breaking the preor-
dained order of narration [ ... ] plunging into the interiority of the character [ ... ] or incorpo-
rating or re-incorporating dreams, legends, and implicit poetry",7 as al-Kharrat has put it 
himself. 

The literature of the 1990s allows for greater artistic freedom and radicalizes the re-
nouncement of the collective. Nevertheless, one should not consider the literature of the 
1990s as a homogenous school or movement. It includes various tendencies and such di-
verse writ:rs as Mira) al-TalJawl, Sumayyah Rama~liin, Mayy al-TilmisanT, Ibrahim 
Farghali, 'Adil '!~mat, Munta~ir al-Qaflash, Niira Amin, and Mu~tara DhikrI. One of the 
major charactericstics of this group of writers is an intense occupation with both the self 

5 Richard Jacquemond also mentions the term "generation Sharqiyyat" for "la generation des annees 
1990", Jacquemond 2003: IOI. 

6 Kharra\ 1993: 7-33. For a discussion of this term see Pllitsch 2000a: 15-51. 
7 Kharra\ 1991: 187-188. 
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and the narration of the self.8 Mu~tam Dhikrl even stated that they all use autobiography as 
"raw material",9 though differing in their approaches. One rarely finds matter-of-fact-
autobiographies 10 or traditional confessions; instead, their works tend to resemble autobio-
graphical novels, as, e.g., al-Kharraf s influential City of Sa.fji-on, which Guth has described 
as a postmodernist variant of autobiography: 

Reality, or even truth, is no longer believed to exist independently from human in-
tervention: it is a mental, i.e. fictional concept and therefore not qualitatively differ-
ent from fiction itself, and consequently fiction comes to embrace reality, or even be 
equal to it-and vice versa. This insight, which produced the so-called post-modern 
novel, also affects the relationship between autobiography and novel. Because of the 
fact that there cannot be an autobiographical 'reality account' anymore, al-Kharrat 
stresses the fictional and fantastic character of his autobiography, Turiibuhii 
zajar.iin. Writing an autobiography means producing a fictional account. It gives life 
a meaning which is not inherent in this life itself. In this respect it does not differ 
from novelistic interpretation of reality: in both cases, the result is a written text, a 
nay.y.11 

The aforementioned postmodernist conviction (related to the linguistic turn) forms the basis 
for the so-called "narrative turn" in both the Social Sciences and Psychology. This latter 
"turn" highlights narration's importance for identity, asserting that language does not carry 
the inner life outside, but produces it. Therefore, identity is no longer prior to language and 
narration, but emerges through it-and keeps transforming. The "narrative self' organizes 
its multifaceted experience through narrations anchored in and influenced by the individual 
and social context, with the narrative possibilities and constraints attached to it. 12 As this 
essay suggests, the importance of both narration and language for identity presumes the 
intertwining of "writing the self' with the issue of "writing about writing'', namely, meta-
fiction. 

The term metafiction was first used simultaneously and independently by William Gass 
and Robert Scholes in 1970. 13 Linda Hutcheon has defined it as "fiction about fiction-that 
is, fiction that provides within itself a commentary on its own status as fiction and as lan-
guage, and also on its own processes of production and reception". 14 Although metafiction 
is common in postmodernist literature, it is by no means an exclusively postmodernist phe-
nomenon.15 According to Werner Wolf, the postmodernist variant is characterized by a 

8 This phenomenon is in line with what Jdwar al-KhaITa\ has described as New Sensibility's "inner-
oriented trend" (al-tayyiir al-diikhili). See Kharra\ 1993: 17-18; Pflitsch 2000a: 18. 

9 DhikrT 2006, ka-miiddah khiimah. 
10 See for this term Enderwitz 1998: 5-6. 
11 Guth 1998: 147. For further discussion of "radical constructivism" in the work of al-KhaITii\, sec 

Pflitsch 2000b. 
12 See Kraus 2002: 161-162. For a critique of the postmodemist equation of life and narrative, see Straw-

son 2004. 
13 SeeWolfl993:5. 
14 Hutcheon 1984: xxi. 
15 For historical types ofnon-postmodernist metafiction, see Wolf 1993: 477-661. 
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radical anti-illusionism that resists the 'temptation' of creating a narrative illusion. 16 It 
entails not only a refusal but also offers the reader a postmodernist insight. As Patricia 
Waugh has it: 

In showing us how literary fiction creates its imaginary worlds, metafiction helps us 
to understand, how the reality we live day by day is similarly constructed, similarly 
'written' .17 

Thus, when the self is constructed through narration, a preoccupation with the text equals a 
preoccupation with the textually constructed self. When the self is the text and the text is 
the self, metafiction is more than fiction about fiction: it is fiction about the fiction(s) of the 
self; it turns into 'writing about writing the self, a phenomenon that could be called "auto-
biographic metafiction". 18 According to Philippe Lejeune, the "autobiographical contract" 
is based on the identity between author, narrator and protagonist. 19 In contrast, this essay 
proposes to apply the term "autobiographic metafiction" to a broader range of texts than 
merely to those which treat the historical author 'outside' the text. Rather, it might also be 
useful to apply it to texts where the "self-conscious narrator"20 (as literary figure) composes 
an autobiography, autobiographic novel, or life-writing,2 1 while simultaneously ~iscussing 
the text's narrativity and fictionality22-that is, to a kind of meta-autobiography.-3 By this 
generic extension, the narrator's narrative self can be discussed in relation to its narration, 
insofar as it claims or refuses its contractual identity therewith. This essay analyzes the 
emotional and physical consequences of such affirmation or denial, in the text. 

16 See Wolf 1993: 665-667. Although metafiction tends to be anti-illusionist, there are also illusionist 
types, as Wolf points out. One might cite the so-called "secondary illusion", i.e. metafiction that deals 
with, for example, an embedded fictional story, while asserting the "reality" of the frame story. See 
Wolf 1993: 233-234. 

17 Waugh 1995: 53. 
18 This term is analogous to Linda H utcheon' s term "historiographic metafiction", which she uses. to refer 

to fiction that reveals how history is fictionally constructed and 'written'. See Hutcheon 1995: 90. His-
toriographic metafiction is a generative narrative in Arabic literature, see Musawi 2003: 337-373 and 
Caiani 2007: 96-119. The term "autobiographic metafiction" was, to the best of my knowledge, first 
used by Choi (as a variant to Hutcheon's historiographic metafiction) in order to differentiate between 
the authorial and the narratorial self. See Choi 2008:10-14. While he calls it "autobiographical metafic-
tion", this essay prefers the term "autobiographic metafiction", relying on Hutcheon's original term and 
highlighting the different objectives of this phenomenon. 

19 Lejeune 1994: 28-29. 
20 "[The sclt:conscious narrator] intrudes into his novel to comment on himself as writer, and on his book, 

not simply as a series of events with moral implications, but as a created literary product." Booth 1952: 
156. 

21 The term life-writing covers all variants of writing a life, though not necessarily one own's life (e.g. the 
biography). See Mittermayer 2009: 69-73. 

22 Wolf differentiates between metafiction dealing with the narrativity of the text (fictio-thematisiere11de 
Metafiktion) and metafiction dealing with the fictionality of the text (fictum-orientierte Metafiktion). 
See Wolf 1993: 247-249. 

23 For the related meta-biography, see Nadj 2006. 
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1.3 Postmodernism and emotion 
Postmodemism24 is an extremely vague concept that acts as an umbrella, covering a variety 
of understandings and convictions. Moreover, in recent years, it has been challenged (and, 
in some fields, superseded) by new terms and concepts.25 In dealing with postmodemism, 
this essay is particularly concerned with that term's relation to 1) "radical constructivism" 
(the assumption that reality as we know it is just the product of various cognitive 
processes)26 and 2) the postmodemist "death of the subject." For Peter Bilrger, this meta-
phoric notion expresses distrust in a subject capable of rationally appropriating the 
world27-a subject embodied nowhere better than in the Cartesian subject par excellence. 
Postmodemists often assert a heterogeneity and plurality of the subject that fractures the 
image of a single subject with a closed identity.28 Language and writing no longer serve as 
means to achieve self-assertion but tum against the subject, revealing its incoherence.

29 

Western postmodemist literature therefore often depicts the 'dead subject' as impersonal, 
unemotional, and flat, lacking psychological depth and individuality, playing with its dif-
ferent figurations30-or being reduced to mere physicality.31 

Emotion32 has historically been regarded as intrinsically tied to the subject.33 As a con-
sequence, the death of the subject results in a "waning of affect",34 as Fredric Jameson 
postulates: 

As for expression and feelings or emotion, the liberation, in contemporary society, 
from the older anomie of the centred subject may also mean not merely a liberation 
from anxiety but a liberation from every other kind of feeling as well, since there is 
no longer a self present to do the feeling. This is not to say that the cultural products 
of the postmodem era are utterly devoid of feeling, but rather that such feelings [ · · ·] 
are now free-floating and impersonal.35 

24 Peter V. Zima distinguishes between postmodemity: a philosophical and socio-political period follo~
ing modernity (which began in the West in the 16'11 or 17'11 century) and post111odemis111: the set of artis-
tic and literary reactions to modernism (a period that began in the West at the end of the 19t1

1
/ beginning 

of the 20'h century); sec Zima 2003: 13. This essay will deal exclusively with literary and aesthetic phe-
nomena and, therefore, with postmodernism. 

25 See, for example, limb Hassan's "Aesthetic of Trust" (Hassan 2003), or Patricia Lipina-I3erezkina's 
"Return of the Subject" (Lipina-Berezkina 2003). The latter discovers a "!rans-personal" character in 
the 'dead subject' (Lipina-Berezkina 2003: 280): "I-low to create man without reproducing his emotions 
and perceptions, but only his voice that never tells himself, but deals only with the 'not-I world'?" (Lip-
ina-Berezkina 2003: 286, my italics). For a survey of new studies, see Stierstorfer 2003: 2, footnote. 

26 Schmidt 1992: 21-30. 
27 See Biirger 1998: 12-16. 
28 SeeZima2001:22-32, 195-199. 
29 See Zima 2001: 22, 30-32. 
30 See Lipina-Berezkina 2003: 273-277 and passim. 
31 See Zima 2001: 233-240. 
32 This essay distinguishes terminologically between 'feeling', the physiological sensation of bodily 

arousals, and 'emotion', the interpretive experience of bodily sensation elicited by one's appraisal of a 
situation. 

33 See Terada 2001: 8. 
34 Jameson 1991: 15, see also I 0. 
35 Jameson 1991: 15-16. 
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For Jameson, postmodernist art no longer externalizes inward emotion, but rather pro-
vides emotional figurations that cannot be traced back to individual subjects. The as-
sumption that postmodernism results in an unemotional state of being has been criti-
cized.36 In dealing with emotion in postmodernism, this essay relies on the so-called 
appraisal theory, "the claim that emotions are elicited by evaluations (appraisafa~ of 
events and situations."37 As a consequence, emotions are not self-evident and immediate 
causes of events, but products of intervening processes of evaluation.38 Appraisal theory, 
therefore, when applied to autobiography, allows us to see narration39 as one means of 
evaluation that simultaneously describes and evaluates situations while eliciting distinct 
emotions-if not uncovering the very mechanism by which emotions are produced. Inso-
far as it deals with processes of narrative evaluations that generate emotion, appraisal 
theory may help to bridge the (assumed) gap between emotion and the fractured subject 
of postmodernist literature. 

Applying the western concept of postmodernism to modern Arabic literature raises 
the issue of its relevance in the Arabic context, with respect to both Arabic literature 
itself1° and its socio-historical framework. Perhaps dealing exclusively with Arabic con-
cepts like the New Sensibility, or with theories designed more explicitly for the region 
(such as Postcolonial Studies), might seem more appropriate. However, rejecting the 
concept of postmodernism might lead one to neglect the various interactions between 
postmodernism and mii ba'd al-/:zadiithah. Postmodernist questions instead open the door 
to different issues and answers, allowing us, for example, to investigate the status of the 
self, the body, and emotion beyond the dichotomy of the self and the other as discussed 
by Postcolonial Studies. 

36 ~or an analysis of emotion in postmodemist literature, see Hoffmann 1997. For a poststructuralist 
mtcrpretation and concept of emotion, see Terada 200 I. Rei Terada argues that only the dead subject is 
ca~able of having emotions, since passion (for example) challenges the sovereignly of the modern, i.e. 
rational Cartesian subject. See Terada 2001: 4, 152-157. 

37 Roseman/Smith 2001: 3, italics in the original. 
38 According to the appraisal theory, the primary cause of emotion is neither the situation itself, nor bodily 

arousals, but one's appraisal of a situation. When, for example, a relationship ends, some may feel sad-
ness elicited by the appraisal that something valuable has been lost, while others may feel relief elicited 
by the appraisal that a troubling period of life is over. The appraisal processes are not exclusively vol-
untary and rational, but may also happen involuntarily and irrationally. See Roseman/Smith 2001: 1-11. 

39 Taking a philosophical perspective on emotion, Christoph Demmerling and I-lilge Landweer emphasize 
the difference between the experience and the description of an emotion, aiming to undermine the view 
that emotions are freely shapeable. They do not, however, deny the close tie between narration and 
emotion. See Demmerling/Landweer 2007: 24. 

40 For a discussion of Arabic postmodernism, see Meyer 2001: 255-279 and Pflitsch 2004. 
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2. NUra AmTn's An Empty Pink Shirt-Writing love is all you need? 

2.1 Introduction 
Ni.ira AmTn's41 first novel, Qaml.~ wardifarigh (An Empty Pink Shirt, 1997), tells the multi-
layered love story of a woman and a man. At the same time, it documents the female prota-
gonist's various attempts to write about both her romantic relationship as well as her at-
tempts to write about it. The first-person narrator, Ni.ira Amin (henceforth Nora42

), is in her 
mid-twenties and (after a short, disappointing marriage) falls in Jove with a young, dynamic 
movie director who reciprocates her feelings. Nevertheless, Nora is, for many reasons, 
afraid to live out her love and so begins to experience and invest in it more 'on the paper' 
than 'in reality'. 

She first writes a story called "An Empty Pink Shirt"43 and, throughout the following 
year, pens many other stories that she considers to be rewritings of the opening story. Lack-
ing an authoritative frame story,44 these various stories make up a palimpsest of the differ-
ent appraisals of her Jove. In the course of the novel, additional layers tell the story of a 
young woman who gradually becomes a writer and learns to make use of her feelings to 
write a novel about love, but who nevertheless undergoes a kind of emotional apprentice-
ship, recognizing that she becomes more and more a victim of her literary love fantasies-
just like Flaubert's Madame Bovary, as her boyfriend, at one point, remarks. 

Although An Empty Pink Shirt is labelled a novel, it nevetiheless offers the reader an 
autobiographical contract.45 The author, the narrator, and the protagonist all have the same 
name.46 And in the course of events, the narrator labels the text within the novel as autobi-
ography: "I dedicate these pages to our emerging biography. So we turn from the genre of a 
short story to a novel to an autobiography."47 

41 Born in 1970 in Cairo, Niira Amin studied rrench and Comparative Literature in Cairo. She is an 
internationally renowned theatre and video performer, actor, and dancer, and has founded the troupe 
"La Musica". As an author she has published four collections of short stories, most recently al-Ni.)/ al-
lhiilith (The Third Half, 2003) and three novels, most recently Qabla '1-mawt (Before Death, 2010) In 
2000, An Empty Pink Shirl was awarded the prize for The Best Novel by an Egyptian Writer 1111der 40 
Years Old by the Andalousia roundation for Culture and Sciences in Alexandria. Recently, she has 
staged the reading performance and lecture Intimacy Under Construction (September 2009; with Ge-
sine Danckwart) in Berlin. ror a full bibliography see www.noraamin.tk (accessed 20Sep2009). 

42 To avoid confusion between the historical author and the self-conscious narrator, I will call the former 
"Nura Amin" (or "Amin") and the latter "Nora." 

43 In order to differentiate between the novel's stories and the novel itself, the former will be put in quota-
tion marks, the latter in italics. 

44 So far as it lacks a frame story, the metafictional speech does not construct a secondary illusion of a 
'real story' that frames 'fictional stories', but instead applies to the whole text. For Werner Wolfs dif-
ferentiation between partial metaliction and total metaliction, sec Wolf 1993: 250. 

45 Thus, Mul)ammad Birayrl reads Amln's novel as an autobiography. See Birayrl 2002: 96. 
46 They also share common ground, e.g. they all have a daughter of the same age. 
47 Amin 1997: 53: Ukarrisu hiidhihi 'l-.)·qfabiit li-sfratinii al-walldah, fa-nantaqilu min jins al-qi.~.)·ah ilii 

'l-riwiiyah ilii 'l-slrah al-dhiitiyyah. Henceforth, all quotations from this source will be marked "A"; all 
translations are mine. 
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2.2 Writing and rewriting: many different shirts 
The opening story, "An Empty Pink Shirt'', starts with both an ending and a beginning: the 
couple parts company and Nora begins to write: 

.0,.,U1 if •..!.:>-) ;;Jd... ~) '~) ;;j) l?. a_,,5\ll c.,?..!y. c.?# .J_;tij ·¥..:..ilk!- l?. 
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In moments like these we part. You fold my crying hand gently and discreetly, 
creating a single moment of silence. Everything keeps silent now. Our inner si-
lence resists the world that disturbs us. In silence we melt together. We get to 
know each other again. A story begins. I struggle with myself to write it, instead 
of crying it out. Before you touch me again, before the moment is confirmed, 
we part, just like this. 

Though Nora's beloved often travels abroad, she stays in Egypt writing about her love. His 
absence and her loss of self-confidence after the divorce lead her to appraise their relation-
ship as an impossible love. The lovers find each other only in "stolen moments" (A 11, 
laf:ia?ilt masriiqah) in the realm of fantasy where they share these scenes in "that beautiful 
cinema" (A 21, tilka 'l-sznamil al-jamzlah) "behind our eyes" (A 21, waril'a 'uyilninil). 
Making full use of her dramaturgical, cinematic, and literary imagination, Nora often de-
scribes the love story from the meta-perspective of a writer rather than from the inner pers-
pective of a protagonist in love: "Then the eyes go astray as in the traditional ending for 
such an event."48 Or as when she lists "the details" (A 22, al-tafii,>'l/) that they failed to 
achieve, "like donning our pink shirt to receive colourful shadows projected upon it by an 
enormous screen, which encloses us. Its warmth penetrates our skin."49 In her choreograph-
ic imagination, the pink shirt, as metaphor for ideal love, becomes an enormous projection 
screen; the couple in the shirt will be in the screened film. By wearing the pink shirt, they 
can cross the boundary dividing reality and fiction-and then feel completely comfortable, 
thanks to the warm shadows of the movie on their skin. By using literary techniques at 
large, Amin turns the focus away from the so-called 'experiencing-I' (erlebendes !eh, or 
that which the protagonist undergoes), toward the 'narrating-I' (erziihlendes !eh, or the 
narrator's writing, itself).50 This narrating-I begins to design the "cinema" only after the 

48 A 21: Thumma tashrudu '!- 'uyiln ka-nihiiyah taqlldiyyah li-hiidha '1-badath. 
49 A 22: ka-an nartadiya qamT.)·aml al-wardi wa-natalaqqll 'alayhi :,:ila!an mulawwanatan li-slulshah 

'imliiqah tabtawi11iifa-ya11.fudhu dif'uhii iliijildinii. 
50 In his famous study on Proust, Leo Spitzer distinguishes between erlebendes !eh (experiencing-I, or 

narrated self) and erziihlendes !eh (narrating-I), to highlight the temporal difference between the ex-
perience of an event and its narration. Through this double-string narration, the first-person narrator can 
stress the difference between the younger and the elder self. See Spitzer 1961: 44 7-448. 
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fact-from the writing desk. The rendezvous' denouement follows a literary topos; the 
detail missing in reality is staged in fiction. It could only be experienced on the page. 

The opening story, "An Empty Pink Shirt", is rewritten several times in different ways, 
as Nora states,51 and as the various titles indicate: "An Empty Pink Shirt That Doesn't 
Want To Be Empty", "An Empty Pink Shirt like Everything Else", "A Pink Feature Film", 
"A Long Black Shirt".52 These stories are separated by three intermezzi. The rewritings 
employ the artistic repertoire of the opening story, e.g. the "enormous screen",53 or the 
screen as a leitmotiv for a place where an idealistic projection can take place.54 They do not 
offer different formulations of a single plot, but rather Nora's different formulations of her 
'impossible' love in different situations. These various love stories reveal an underlying 
"pathological formula" (38, .~'fghah mara(liyyah), Nora's appraisal pattern, or her particular 
way of generating emotions. By virtue of this appraisal pattern, Nora evaluates different 
situations similarly, and therefore elicits similar emotions.55 She struggles, however, to 
change the pattern, so that she may alter the emotions thus elicited. Nora's appraisal pattern 
is a paradoxical combination of utmost desire for love and utmost fear of living it. The 
more she plunges into fiction, the more she feels desire and love; the more she dwells in 
reality, the more she feels fear and grief-hence Nora's inclination toward romantic fiction. 
While the lover in literature often ends up as a prisoner of fantasy and fiction-as embo-
died in the legend of Majniin Layla-Nura Amln's novel stands out for describing the 
winding path out of this prison-a path that leads her, at first, deeper into fiction.56 

Nora wants to change the formula "so that the novel that I live now by writing becomes 
my apprenticeship novel, for writing and for love alike".57 The twofold task of the text-to 
improve both art and love-highlights the crucial relationship between fiction and reality. 
As in the opening story, the rewritings shift from the love story to the writing of the love 
story. "I love you in this writing and cannot embrace you beyond it. [ ... ] I love you on 
these sheets of paper, because I'm fragile."58 Moreover, writing about writing the love story 
becomes the privileged-and secure-way to live the love story. In this regard, the act of 
writing is not subsequent to experience but simultaneous to it, as indicated by Nora's fre-
quent use of the 1nz1(iari' tense: "the novel I live now". Merging the genres of the educa-
tional novel (Bildungsroman) and the artist's novel (Kiinstlerroman),59 writing and rewrit-

51 See A 38 and A 69. 
52 A 27: Qam"i)' wardifarigh Iii yuridu a11 takfinafariglwn; A 41: Qam"iy wardifarigh mithla kulli shay'; A 

56: Film "riwii'i" wardi (this is typographically set like a subchapter); A 62: Qam"iy aswad fawil. 
53 See A 29, A 44 and A 89. 
54 See A 48, A 70, A 88, and A 91. This leitmotiv is expressed in very different figures; for example, the 

appearance of "the white screen" (A 91: al-shiishah al-bay{lii) in the final story may signify the end of 
the narrator's idealistic projections. 

55 See Roseman/Smith 2001: 6-7. 
56 For a modern adaptation of this legend, see e.g. Junge 2010a: 293-297. 
57 A 38: li-tuybi{1ll hiidhihi 'l-riwiiyah allatl abyiihii al-iin bi 'l-kitiibah hiya riwiiyat ta'allum'i '1-kitiibah, 

wa'l-bubb. 
58 A 66: Vbibbukafi hiidhihi 'l-kitiibah wa-lii asta(i'zt an u'iiniqaka khiirijahii. [. . .] Vbibbuka 'a/ii hiidhihi 

'l-awriiq li-a11nan'i hashshah. 
59 Usually the artist's novel is considered as a subtype of the educational novel, a novel focussing on the 

protagonist's education and cultivation (in the latter case, the focus being on the protagonist's becom-
ing an artist). But in An Empty Pink Shirt, the education is twofold: romantic and literary. 
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ing become the primary means by which Nora achieves her desired education sentimentale, 
allowing herself to break with the "pathological formula" and its appraisal pattern. 

Small details play a major role in achieving this break. By subtle variations, Nora tries 
to aestheticize her impossible love until it becomes a well-made love stmy, on paper.6° For 
example, she stages the perfect rendezvous as a movie,61 using cinematic terms like "long 
shot" (A 48, liinj shiit) or "close up" (A 48, kHiz ab). The romantic words of her beloved 
allows her to "plunge deeper into the fantasy of writing."62 On the street, dancers suddenly 
surround the couple who are now dancing a waltz. But it is not the cinematography of a 
conventional Egyptian romantic movie for which Nora strives; rather, it is individual aes-
thetics. She refuses to repair one lens of her glasses because in one of her beloved movies 
the heroine loses a contact lens and therefore sees the world-like Nora herself-half in 
reality and half in fantasy: 

y~ ..;.,~~I ~I WI t: IJ...,, ~ ~ 
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Is this in line with the well-made structure that you are talking about? 

The well made-structure is the structure of the reality that I aspire to change. I 
stmggle to create for us a margin outside the similarities and reiterations. [ ... ] 
And we all began to follow one well-made plan to achieve a loving relation-
ship suitable for this era. 

She refuses to dress like a Barbie doll and to listen to love songs with her beloved, as aver-
age Egyptian lovers tend to do.63 Instead, she highlights more unique details of love, like 
the lovers' intuitive understanding of one another-which she calls "sync" (54, sink; as 
derived from the cinematic term 'synchronisation'). By staging unique details, Nora can 
step "outside the similarities and reiterations" and surpass both societal (e.g. the Barbie 
doll) and artistic (e.g. the Egyptian romantic movie) constraints.64 In the course of the nov-
el, she develops these details by subtle variations, as best illustrated by the various meta-
morphoses of the "shirt", which changes from pink to black, from empty to long, and from 
a story to a feature film. 

60 In discussing this scene, Birayrl observes that, in Amln's novel, reality is in the service of writing, not 
the other way round. See Birayrl 2002: 95. 

61 Sec A 48-51. 
62 A 49: aghraqu aktharafl khayiil al-kitiibah. 
63 See A 54. 
64 In his feminist reading of An Empty Pink Shirt, Ibrahim Taha calls "writing an ideological means and 

tool with which [Nura Amin] wishes to replace the rejected reality. However, if the unchangeable reali-
ty keeps functioning as an oppressive patriarchal system, writing becomes for Amin the reality she 
longs for. [ ... ] In this sense, the text does not serve as a tool, but as a reality which she wants to im-
prove so that she can live in it." Taha 2007: 208, italics in the original. For a similar but more detailled 
feminist reading ofA11 Empty Pink Shirt see Qu\b/~aliJ.i/SalTm 2000: 167-74. 
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In An Empty Pink Shirt, writing and rewriting are the sole means of overcoming im-
possible love. Such writing attempts to produce an idealized self through an ideal text. 
Dealing with the appraisal pattern as a textual procedure raises the question as to whether 
writing can change the appraisal pattern and the resulting emotions as 'easily' as it can 
challenge and deconstruct a given narrative. 

2.3 Writing and feeling: Madame Bovary wears pink 
Nora is lost in fiction. As in an epistolary novel, she addresses herself directly to her boy-
friend, though seeking neither a literal nor allegorical 'exchange of letters',65 so that the 
novel at times resembles a journal intime-the contemplative prose of a narrator who is 
linguistically addressing the real beloved but intentionally addressing only herself and her 
forged beloved. As a consequence, Nora produces "existentialist meditations on [her] own 
loneliness" (A 86, ta'ammulat wujildiyyah bawla wabdatl). Nora is also seduced by fiction. 
She claims that "all moments of [her] ecstasy are moments of writing."66 She fears that 
"[her] passion for writing" (A 32, wala'i bi 'l-kitabah) might even exceed her love, so that 
the couple might become "slaves" (A 32, 'abTdan) to writing. Indeed, writing and even 
reading67 the Pink Shirt encourages Nora to retreat into literature to such a degree that she 
actually fears leaving "the literary text that I have designed for us".68 

At the end of the novel, Nora's boyfriend finally does speak for himseit: or, to be more 
precise, he writes to her.69 He turns against her "illusions of the ideal world ... the ideal 
woman ... the ideal man ... and perhaps the ideal love."70 He considers these illusions as 
writing games, as a deferment of both life and love,71 asking provocatively: "Do you really 
know me? Or are you satisfied with the literary image that pleases you-and fits with your 
profession?"72 And he wants to free her from this idealistic writing: "How long will you 
write merely to remove your sense of reality and transform yourself into another Madame 
Bovary, for our times?"73 

In Gustave Flaubert's Madame Bovmy ( 1856), Emma Bovary reads romances and tries 
unsuccessfully to relive the ideal love of fiction in real life. Likewise, Nura Amln's An 

65 The epistolary novel is generally characterized by its dialogic structure, although it may consist exclu-
sively of unanswered letters (a mono-perspective). Nora gives her beloved the opening story to read 
(see A 24), and he refers to it occasionally (see e.g. A 30, A 32-33) shifting the novel to a poly-
perspective. But in the end, when the boyfriend fully addresses himself to her (see A 82-82), he accuses 
her of not dealing with him, but with her imaginary beloved. The resulting monologue resembles the 
soliloquy ofajoumal intime. 

66 A 32:jaml' la(w:;iil 11ashwa!T kitiibiyyah. 
67 See A 30. 
68 A 3 0: al-main al-adabT a/ladhT .)'ammamluhu /anii. At another passage she tells her boyfriend that "you 

will indeed become a mouse for a writing experiment, not more." (A 32,fa-/nybi(w bi'l:fi'l.fi1'ra11 li-
lajribah kitiibiyyah. Laysa akthara.) 

69 See A 82-84; "I can write to you here" (A 83: As/atT'u m1 akluba laki lnmii). 
70 A 83: awhiim al-'iilam al-milhii/T .. al-mar'ah al-milhiiliyyah .. al-rajul al-milhiiti ... wa-rnbbamii 'l-bubb 

al-mithiill. 
71 SeeA83. 
72 A 83: Fa-ha! la'r!fina11T baqqan am iklafayti bi '/-.yz/rah al-adabiyyalz a/la/I tar1/q11 laki? Wa-li-

.yinii~1tiki? 
73 A 84: Wa-ilii ma Iii laktubTna li-tughayyibT slzu'zlraki bi 'l-wiiqi'fa-tata{wwwa/T11a ilii "Madiim BiiviirT" 

ukhrii min /iriiz 'a.yr/? 
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Empty Pink Shirt tells the story of a woman seduced by fiction: by writing her love, Nora 
plunges headlong into romantic fantasies. But the differences between the modernist and 
postmodernist Bovary are striking. Unlike Emma Bovary, Nora is seduced by her own 
writing; she is the author of her fantasies. 74 Consequently, to change things, one must 
change neither how one behaves nor what one reads; instead, one must change the writing. 
Thus, Niira AmTn's novel is not about adopting or emulating literary love in 'reality' but 
about constmcting literary love in autobiographic writing. Given Nora's awareness of the 
narrativity and fictionality of love, An Empty Pink Shirt may be called a postmodernist 
novel; it depicts the subject's Joss of solid ground. But this loss is not the result of a post-
modern conditio humana; it is, rather, the result of "the game of pain, remorse, and grief 
with the aid of writing."75 Nora loses herself in the funhouse of fiction, but this fiction 
expresses her appraisal pattern and her emotions. Nora's autobiographical metafiction dis-
misses reality, producing instead an account of emotions-fiction as emotional expression 
and confession. Unlike in most postmodernist novels,76 the writing of emotions in An Emp-
ty Pink Shirt tells the story ofregained truth, subjective authenticity, and a longing for hard 
evidence, as we shall see now. 

In the course of the different "pink shirts'', Nora 'flashes back' (68, jliish biik) to the 
days of her divorce, and is pulled away from the fictional love story she is writing into the 
writing of"A Long Black Shirt". 

~Ll.>.)'4 0..1.y-_,JI "J.il::s:Ji" o~ c:..._,Jf .Ji ~ '1 .!..LJ.U ,( .•. ) ~I '11 [.:..,, ..,..Si '1 \..;~ 
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(A 68) .[.:..,, 4.Wi 

I only write the truth here [ ... ]. Therefore, I mustn't soil this unique 'writing' 
by hiding or retreat. If the price is that I fall, with aesthetic expressions and 
romantic fantasy, upon the ground of reality-the sorrow that I live and my 
feeling of being incapable of desire and of life-then this is part of the truth 
and part of the path of writing that I here undertake. 

Nora's path of writing leads, as quoted above, from the genre of the story to the novel and 
finally, to autobiography;77 it is an increasing 'autobiographication' of her fiction. 78 Writing 

74 The novel avoids the concept of originality or the aesthetic of the genius (Genieasthetik); instead, 
newness enters the world through rewriting. Thus, the novel deals self-referentially with its intertextu-
ality and intcrmediality, referring e.g. to Marguerite Duras' autobiographic novel, L 'amant (1984), to 
Duras' concept of writing (A 24, 30) and to the "lover" (A 7, 81); as well as to Clint Eastwood's ro-
mantic film, The Bridges of Madison County (1995), to which "A Pink Feature Film" refers. 

75 A 83: la'bat al-a/am wa'l-nadam wa'l-asafbi-musii'adat al-kitiibah. 
76 See lbisch 1997. 
77 See A 53. 
78 BirayrI claims that AmTn's autobiography begins with the scene in which the narrator, Nora, embraces 

"Nora" and soars in the "wide being" (A 68, al-kawn al-wiisi'. this scene immediately precedes the pas-
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the various shirt stories debunks their underlying formula and emotional appraisal pattern, 
unmasking her rose coloured love story as retreat and defennent. Nevertheless, she does not 
refuse the result or treat it with irony but claims truth for that refusal: The revealed emo-
tions are truthful or, to put it in other words, they are authentic.79 Nora states that she does 
not want to hide or retreat from these emotions and is willing to pay a price for it-namely, 
the deconstruction of her rose coloured love story at the hands of negative emotions. This is 
an elaborate performance of subjective authenticity: she is only willing to pay the high 
price because she considers her emotions to be authentic. She appears, as Theodor W. 
Adorno has put it in regard to New Music,80 "so and not able to be differently" (So und 
nicht anders sein Konnen); she has "the character of being confirmed from the outside", 81 

from the realm of emotions and the body. At the same time it is striking that Nora does not 
refuse her 'pink writing' as inauthentic but rather calls the 'black writing' just "a part of my 
truth", thereby suggesting that the 'pink writing' is the other part. The romantic fantasy is a 
major part of Nora's subjective authenticity since it is the expression and product of her 
emotional appraisal pattern. In this regard, the resulting subject is authentic and self 
differentiating; it discovers ditlerent, paradoxical selves within the self-like Nora in both 
the pink and black shirt, loving and grieving, and writing in order to simultaneously obtain 
and defer love. 

While narrative appraisal processes are discussed in detail in An Empty Pink Shirt, the 
body becomes the 'vanishing point' of the textual canvas. It is multilaterally embodied in 
the shirt itself: as a cloth that covers and hides the body; as a cloth that is empty; as a cloth 
that Nora buys and wears for her Jover to ensure that it fits him and therefore also as the 
place where she first believes that she feels his body;82 as a shirt for both of them to feel the 
warmth of a movie which is projected on to it and which penetrates their skin; as a shirt that 
does not want to be empty anymore; and finally, as a Jong, heavy black shirt that paralyzes 
Nora.83 The modification of the appraisal pattern, or, emotional texture, also produces ~ 
new shirt: "But perhaps I succeed in weaving a shirt of new cloth, one that fits[ ... ] and it 
will be suitable for my new size, now, after the dimensions of my body changed by know-
ing your longings and your facts."84 

In An Empty Pink Shirt, writing the self means writing the emotions and, consequently, 
writing the body. The autobiographic metafiction deals with writing as a fonn of construc-
tivism inherent to the novel. Though emotions are narratively elicited (and therefore gener-
ated or constructed), they are neither voluntarily nor rationally designed by "Central Mean-
ers"85 or "rational homunculi".86 Consequently, writing the emotions produces neither ideal 

sage quoted above); here, Birayri argues, the text turns from writing about writing to writing about the 
self. See Birayri 2002: 96. 

79 For the definition and discussion of authentic as truthful, see Knaller/Milller 2005: 43-47. 
80 Adorno 1949: 89. 
81 Adorno 1949: 89. 
82 See A 19. 
83 See A 68. 
84 A 70: Bal rubbanui anja(u1fi biyiikat qaml.5 iikhar min qumiishihi, ya.~111(111 {. . .]. Wa-yakiinu mzmiisiban 

li-maqiisl 'l-iina ba'da an taghayyarat ab'iidjasadl bi-111a'rijc1I ashwiiqika wa-(wqii'iqika. 
85 Daniel C. Dennett, Consciousness Explained, Boston: Little Brown, 1991: 238; quoted after Terada 

2001: 156. 
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texts nor ideal emotions, as Nora's flashback illustrates. Through this contemplative, albeit 
non-rationalist, writing process, the homogenous self becomes a self-differentiating self; 
whether its results-the self-differential selves-may be collectively labelled a "dead sub-
ject", seems to be a moot question.87 Nora states that all her living appears to her as writ-
ing88 and therefore lives a kind of je de papier (paper selt), as Barthes calls the subject that 
fails to express itseit: because it is trapped in the "carousel of language".89 But her writing 
is more than ajeu de papier (paper game), because she has to pay a price for it. On the 
contrary, the writing uncovers both meaningful emotions and, decisively, the body. When 
her boyfriend reproaches her for plunging into existential meditations for Jack of a suitable 
literary subject, she replies that her writing is not, as he suggests, a bourgeois luxury and 
that "my loneliness, my darling, is as deep as the depths of history and my strangeness in 
the world has no end (except on your chest?)."90 

The poetics of Nora's autobiographical text become the poetics of her emotional tex-
ture. As a postmodern Madame Bovary, she is seduced into writing the perfect love, but, 
like her modern analogue, fails. In the poetic ending of the novel, writing fades out,91 just 
like a movie that leaves only the whiteness of the screen (and the paper) behind. And in the 
epilogue, the educational artist's novel finds a telling denouement: 

~&!~I u_r-:)1 ol.:.i)l_j (,....-74 0 L:J1 u!S' ·<,?I~;_,...,.( i,Ji,,..,, fa(~ ,_,_..yt,i 
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(italics in the original 

Yesterday, I stood waiting for the taxi together with my daughter. The street 
was crowded and the neon signs of summer everywhere encircled it. I was 

86 Ronald de Sousa, "Rational Homunculi", in: The Identities of Persons, ed. Amelie Oksenberg Rorty, 
Berkley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1976: 217-238, here 218; quoted after Terada 
200 I: 156. Also the appraisal theory emphasizes that the appraisal processes are not controlled by these 
rationalist homunculi or central meaners, see Kappas 2001: 162-163. 

87 "Self-differential selves are dead as subjects; they are not dead as self~differential selves." Terada 2001: 
155, italics in the original. Biirger, on the contrary, works with the "modern field of subjectivity", al-
lowing him to appreciate the different conceptions of the subject (as formulated e.g. by Montaigne, 
Pascale and Descartes) as one discourse highlighting differences of subjectivity, and therefore to avoid 
reducing the subject to the Cartesian subject by stressing how non-Cartesian concepts integrate rational 
limitations (like angst or ennui) in the notion of the subject. Consequently, the death of the subject is 
not a postmodern (or, as far it regards the literature, postmodernist)/ait accompli, but rather a dynamic 
process between its appearance and disappearance, taking place in all periods of time. See Biirger 1998: 
2 I 7-248. In the case of An Empty Pink Shirt, Qu!b et al. claim that the dominant self in the text under-
goes the 'death of the author', see Qu!b/$iilil)/Sa1Tm 2000: 168-9. 

88 See A 85. 
89 Roland Barthes, Essais critiques IV: Le Bruissement de la !angue, Paris: Seuil 1984: 46; quoted after 

Blirger 1998: 204. for discussion of this concept, see Biirger 1998: 203-2 I 6. 
90 A 86: fi1-wabdatT yii 'azTzl 'am'iqah bi- 'umq al-tiirTkh wa-glwrbat'i Ji '!-'ii/am tabdzi bi-Iii nihiiyah (sii1·ii 

'a/ii .)'adrika?). 
91 For the typographic staging of this fading out, see A 91. 
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looking back through the narrow margin between a commercial for LaFfa's 
new album and a commercial for one of those revue plays. I found the moon 
full and beautiful. And your picture was not printed on it. 
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The result of this artist's novel is a moon that signifies neither love nor the artistic possibili-
ty of imagining the beloved, nor the ability to coin aesthetic expressions. Between the 
commercials of arts-but strikingly unaffected by these arts-Nora can appreciate the 
moon. And this is exactly the quantum leap of her appraisal; at the end, the moon is just the 
moon. It is no longer a metaphor for love, and love itself is decoupled from romantic fic-
tion. This evidently blank moon subtly evokes the protagonist's longing for evidence of 
love outside the realm of writing-outside the seductive lure of fiction. 92 

3. Mu~tafli Dhikrl's Much Ado About A Gothic Labyrinth-
The return of lust93 

3.1 Introduction 
Mu;;tafil DhikrT's94 second prose publication, Hurii' matiihah qii/iyyah (Much Ado About a 
Gothic Labyrinth, 1997), contains two novels. The first, Mii ya'r!fi1hu Amin (What Amin 
Knows), recounts one day of AmTn's life in Helwan, a suburb of Cairo. Written first as a 
screenplay, the reader observes the intellectual's misfortune through the dispassionate lens 
of a third person narrator. By contrast, in the second novel, Hurii' matiihah qii./iyyah (Much 
Ado About a Gothic Labyrinth),95 to which this analysis exclusively refers, the reader 
plunges deep into the interior life of the first person narrator, discovering the tricky self-
assertions of a marginalized intellectual who also lives in Helwan. He tells of his painful 
encounter with an attractive nurse in the hospital and intertwines, as a witty self-conscious 
narrator, digressions, anecdotes, day-dreams, reflections, stories, and stories-within-stories, 
so that the text becomes a confusing labyrinth of plot and time. 

In the midst of this "chaos of art without opinions and illusions",96 as al-TilmisanT de-
scribes the novel, the narrator of Much Ado About a Gothic Labyrinth produces a telling 
narrative of the self: the narrator's various autobiographic appraisals and reflections on the 
crucial anecdote in the hospital merge with his recent literary projects. As a result, he 
stresses the fictional and fantastic aspects of his life-writing, while finding a form of auto-

92 For a critique of the postmodernist claim of inescapable narrativity, see Strawson 2004. 
93 This chapter is based in passages on Junge 20 l Ob. 
94 Mu$\afii DhikrT was born in 1966 in Cairo. He studied Philosophy and received a degree from the Cairo 

Film and Television Academy in 1992. As a screenwriter, he has written two feature films. As an au-
thor, he has published two collections of short stories and five novels; his novel Touch From a Strange 
World (2000, Lamsah min 'ii/am gharlb) was awarded a State Encouragement Prize in 2004. Most re-
cently, he has published a kind of literary diary called 011 the Tips 11(the Fingers (2009, 'A/ii afrii(al-
a)'iibi'). His literary work is marked by its keen eye for detail, its playfulness, its artfulness, and also its 
metafictionality. Of the latter, the short story collection Mir 'iih 202 (2003, Mirror 202) is a good ex-
ample. 

95 Henceforth, the title Much Ado About a Gothic Labyrinth will always refer to DhikrT's second novel 
and not to his two novels with the same title. 

96 TilmisanT (2004);f(1w9ii '/~/(11111 !ii ray fi-hii wa-lii mvhiim. 
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biographic expression in his fictional texts: the 'autobiographication' of fiction. By inter-
mingling facts and fictions throughout the novel, the narrator's autobiographic metafiction 
reveals and self-consciously discusses the various possibilities and limitations of writing 
the self. 

3.2 Documentation versus writing: the artist's novel 
As a writer in an unsophisticated social surrounding, the narrator lives the binary dichoto-
my between life and art, which is a classical topos of the artist's novel: 

•~},)\ ;..;_rJ.1 • .,Lo, ,t..,..)I JY\11 JS' Jfi 0i Wb ~ ).::\..i.. Jo> ,...;_,;_p; if) y~\11 J>- WI 

</' ~~\ ll""'"~J ~~ 0-!-'..L:ll 0i ii ,J.,=-::1~ 0-!J..L:ll l.5)"" ~..;- l) ~ )I ~I o..t;Lshi 

97. 3-b-".ll ~~r ~ 

Cursed should be literature and all who practice it. Is it always my fate to 
know everything later-a cold, neutral knowledge only suitable to be written 
down and to be documented? Or are writing down, documenting, and the ideas 
of writing things that, by nature, only occur afterwards? 

Feeling estranged from life, he worries that his profession handicaps him by preventing him 
from taking part in the world. This fear leads to humiliation when he meets with sexual 
rejection: while witnessing a street-fight, he is accidentally injured and taken to the hospit-
al, where he encounters the frivolous and mocking nurse, Rajawat. She strongly arouses his 
lust, but he gets the impression that she rejects him because he is an author. This impres-
sion results in both intellectual and emotional turmoil, which propel the novel forward-
and which constitute the subject of the present analysis. On the one side, the narrator writes 
about this crucial scene; on the other side, he writes against it. Writing about means docu-
menting (tadwln, tasjll) the facts of his life, as quoted above. The narrator disregards this 
mimetic documentation as a pale imitation of real life that he-an author by fate--can 
never achieve. The only possible way towards life, or towards participation in life, is to 
write it down. Writing against the facts means presenting himself as a "tricky author" (Oh 
71, kiitib muriiwigh), who considers writing neither as documentation nor as substitute for 
life, but who modifies facts by writing, overtly or covertly, in order to (mis-) use them for 
his very own purposes. This kind ofpoietic98 writing offers him a stage for himself: 

_j,ll.ft>..U~ ..::.il.ft>L::l.4 ~Y ul ,~ .!.LI J;i 'b-' ..,; i..u J 0i., 0i,... ._,..;\5' ~l tsJUJ1 4-lf J_,,;:.... 
.(Dh 71) ( ... ) ~..,;- Jl ~)I ~I o...l.i.J.I ~I 

97 Dhikri 1997: 74. Henceforth, all quotations from this source will be indicated by Dh, all translations are 
mine. 

98 Based on Aristotle's Poetics (c. 335 BC), the term 'mimesis' refers to the imitation of the world; in 
contrast, constructivist literary criticism uses 'poiesis' in order to emphasize the creation of the world. 
See Bunia 2007: 596. 
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Now you will say, dear reader, that I'm a tricky author and that I pursue a la-
byrinthine and digressive way. And I say: Yes! I'm crazy about labyrinths and 
deep, complicated corridors that lead to nothing( ... ). 

155 

These two modes of writing do not remain separate and distinct, but are intertwined 
throughout the novel, shaping its narrative maze. During a nocturnal fight, both the prota-
gonist and the very sportive Nunna start in pursuit of a friend. But when the protagonist 
catches Wafdiyyah's mocking and scornful glance, he gives up the pursuit, feeling stigma-
tized as an author who cannot stand his ground. The narrator recounts this scene twice. The 
first time, he depicts it very concisely in a neutral tone, without mentioning his role in the 
event;99 the second time he changes his tune, depicting his misfortune and subtly making 
fun of his rival, Nunna. Using an "as-it" (Dh 75, ka-anna) construction, he compares him to 
a runner on a treadmill who does not get anywhere, no matter how fast he runs. This de-
tailed comparison does not rely on the eyewitness account of the experiencing-I, 100 instead 
it consists of an ironic addition from the narrating-I, which turns the story's screw against 
his rival, Nunna. This supplement offers the humiliated protagonist a whiff of clandestine 
revenge. By narrating this single scene twice-without and with the comparison-the nar-
rator implicitly101 foregrounds both the fictional and autobiographical nature of this sup-
plement to his life-writing; he expresses himself by writing 'autobiographicized' fiction. 
Though fiction and irony help the narrator to reach a subtle self-assertion, they cannot ulti-
mately change the course of events: Nunna keeps running, while the protagonist stays be-
hind. 

Unlike in many traditional autobiographies, the elder self (narrating-I) is not superior to 
the younger self (experiencing-I) because of its wisdom, knowledge and life experience. It 
is superior because writing offers it the extended freedom to act. To write means to rewrite 
the story of the self and to provide supplementary narratives. As consequence, the story 
consists of minimal narratives that leave room for a sparkling narrative intellectualism 
which-as in Niira Amin's An Empty Pink Shirt-fully exploits the power of small details. 
The narrator's particular usage of details is well expressed in the rewriting of"The Story of 
'AII, the Persian in front of Harlin al-Rashid" (l:likiiyat 'All al- 'ajam'i quddiima Hiiriin a/-
Rashid), from the Arabian Nights. 102 This story deals with two persons who claim owner-
ship of the same bag. To find out who is the legitimate owner, the judge orders each of 
them to describe the contents of 'his' bag. Both exaggerate to such a degree that the bag 
could not possibly hold everything that they have described; therefore, neither could be the 
true owner. When the bag is finally opened, it contains only bread, a lemon, cheese, and 
olives. In Much Ado About a Gothic Labyrinth, the protagonists enumerate 250 items that 
the bag supposedly contains, whereas they find in it only a witch's curse that condemns 
them to repeat themselves almost ad infinitum, or until the witch dies. Through this quasi-

99 See Dh 64-65. 
I 00 Additionally, the narrator compares Nunna to an overeager mother, who in defending her child against 

an aggressor, harms more the child than the aggressor. 
101 Wolf differentiates between implicit and explicit metafiction; implicit metafiction is mediated by 

showing, explicit metafiction by telling, see Wolf 1993: 226. 
102 In the Calcutta manuscript of 1839, edited by William Hay Macnaghten, it is the story of the 2951

h 

night. 
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infinite writing, the narrator proves that his na1rntive is "a rousing speech whose only goal 
is to increase the number of pages so that the author-that is me-is convinced that he is 
able to narrate, to narrate truth and untruth." 103 The details no longer depict the bag's co11_ 
tents but enable the narrator to assert himself as an author of value. Through this explicitly 
metafictional speech, the narrator reveals his personal motivation for writing the story 
while demonstrating that the story's narrator and author are identical. To put it another 
way, he 'autobiographicizes' his fictional story by stressing its autobiographical intent: the 
writing of the author's self through the infinite writing of fiction. 

As in Nura Amln's novel, reflection on the text's poetics leads to the poetics of the seJi: 
As a consequence, the narrator tends to believe that he can write and rewrite the text (alld 
therefore the socially marginalised self) ad libitum. The recentered authorial subject intends 
to produce an ideal text-an infinite text-through which an ideal self may appear (as Was 
the case with Nora's ideal shirt). The idealistic inclination is however challenged by the 
emotions and the body-contingencies that cannot be as easily written and rewritten as 
details can be used and abused. 

3.3 Body, lust and emotions: limitations and supplements 
A never ending story might be considered an author's masterpiece. But in Jvfuch Ado Abo111 
a Gothic Labyrinth, the automatisation of the narrative that would transform the narrator 
into a narrative machine is short-lived. Suddenly and out of nowhere, the narrator's friend, 
'Amm Diyab, appears as a deus ex machina. With parental care, he pulls the narrator's arn1 
and stops the story "like a father, who, at the last moment, protects the disobedient daughter 
from harm."104 Driven by parental emotion, he stops the narrative mechanicalisation, makes 
the narrator responsible for his writing105 and challenges the ultimate freedom of the narra-
tor's fictional life account. 

By focussing on the narrator's emotions, this chapter discusses the limitations and sup-
plements with which emotions confront 'the writing of the selr. As mentioned, the novel's 
crucial scene takes place in a deserted hospital where the narrator encounters the attractive 
nurse, Rajawat, and plunges into "the traditional and eastern automatic way ofthinking." 106 

That means, he wishes to take the opportunity to sleep with the woman in this lonely set-
ting. However, he soon feels rejected by her mocking commentaries. 107 Her physical ap-
pearance arouses a number of feelings in him, first and foremost-though not exclusive-
ly-lust. As a consequence, the narrator is driven into intellectual and emotional turmoil, 
which explains the 'narrative turmoil' of his labyrinthine digressions and embedded stories. 
Thus, the thread of the novel is woven through narrative appraisals and the resulting sexual 
and emotional arousals. Though lust itself is not considered an emotion, 108 it is accompa-
nied by various paradoxical emotions, such as sympathy and hatred. In discussing the rea-

I OJ Dh 78: (laditha11 Jiirifa11 hadafuhu '1-wa(lid ziyiidat 'adad al-.yafii(liit [lattii yu '111i11a 'l-kiitib alladhl 
huwa a11ii an11a !aim qadam sard aw a1111a lahu qadam .yidq aw anna lahu qadam kidhb. 

104 Dh 85: ka-ab yadfc1'u 'l-adhti 'an ibnat al-'iiqqfi iikhir la[l:;ah. 
105 'Amm Diyab apologizes for the narrator's actions to 'Abdallah al-Tal}awT (to whom the narrator ad-

dresses his story). See Dh 77-78 and Dh 85. 
l 06 Dh 69: al-tafkir al-awtiimiitikT al-taq!TdTwa '1-sharqf. 
l 07 See Oh 85-88. 
I 08 Sec Demmerling/Landweer 2007: 3 I, 127-128. 
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sons for which one may reject sexuality and lust, the narrator differentiates between two 
types of people. The first type disdains sexuality as abnormal but when he finally has sex-
ual intercourse the abnormal becomes the normal. In contrast, the second type treats those 
who live their emotions and their sexuality "with regret and sympathy" (Dh 70, bi-rithii' 
wa-'a(/). "[I]f there is a way out of such a hateful thing as emotions and human feelings 
then it lies in another place-'udhrite and pure-as if physicality and purity had nothing to 
do with each other."109 

As a consequence of his appraised sexual rejection by both Wafdiyyah 110 and Rajawat, 
the narrator imagines his emotional revenge; !f they had really rejected him because he is an 
author, then he himself will listen to their life-stories ad infinitum, though no longer with 
sexual desire but like a priest taking someone's confession. This revenge story expresses 
his longing for coolness-the affective control of not only lust but also of the emotions; it 
portrays the narrator neither as a hateful avenging angel nor as a yearning beloved but as a 
cool, prudish priest. 

But coolness fails. While the priest, the narrator's alter ego, hears the confession of 
Rajawat's and Wafdiyyah's attractive alter ego, the beautiful lady, he is suddenly aroused 
by the details perceived through the confessional's opening: 

0~_,LJI 0l;,;..j\ ._:.,,b:.\ 'u'°WI o-4...L.::. o..L,..dl 0l ... /;1 if SI;)) ~ ~~ ~ 

~\ .j ~ 0_,lll :;_?u ~ :i.AJWI ~I ~\) ,~\ ~ if 'ty. 0~}\ 
(Oh 88). [ ... ) ~WI 

two beautiful, painted lips and a perfect row of blinding white teeth. The two 
upper teeth had something from the lipstick, so that the lipstick-colour on the 
teeth became lighter than on the darker lips. 

Consequently, he betrays the beautiful lady to a Nazi who suddenly appears and orders h:r 
immediate execution. Thus, by intending to write a cool allegory, the narrator's lust and 1~1s 
desire for revenge re-emerge in the allegorical figure of a priest who behaves in a quite 
unpriestly manner. Ultimately, the narrator cannot deny his feelings, not even as a priest. 
Based on the 'autobiographication' of fiction, the author writes himself through his fiction. 
Like Nora, he is neither willing nor able to deal with his emotions differently; he is simul-
taneously limited and rendered authentic by the aforementioned "so and not able to be 
differently" of Adorno. 

But this unintended alteration of the imagined revenge has a supplementary by-product. 
The execution scene allows the narrator to add a shocking detail. When the bullets strike 
the woman, she farts loudly: 111 

I 09 Oh 70: wa-in kiina humlka budd 111in shay' karlh is111uhu al- 'awiitif aw al-111asha'ir a/-i11.w/11iyyah, Jaji 
111akan cikhar 'udhrT wa-fahir, wa-ka-anna al-jusdaniyyah wa '/-/iilm/11iyyah laysa lnmllka wisc//ah 
bay11ahu111ii. 

110 See Oh 86-87. 
111 The obscenity is even bigger because the fart is accompanied by stool. 
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(Dh 88) .J.l.,..J,1 o..L,-ll i~ .y ,4) r-11 J_,;i ~IS'i J. 
Some will perhaps ascribe the fart to fear or cowardice in the face of death, 
others will interpret it as a fictional fart inserted from the author by force to 
suggest that the fart's pressurized air is the prose of the iron filings near the 
buttocks of the beautiful lady. This fact made the priest, the Nazi and the ex-
ecutioner serious and stern. Yet I almost want to say that they are innocent of 
the beautiful lady's blood. 

The "iron filings" are, as the narrator elaborates in another passage, 112 an allegory of sexual 
desire. As iron filings are attracted by a magnet, sexual desire-in the form of glances, for 
example-may be attracted by a woman's bottom. Rather than compose a prudish, endless 
revenge, the author (driven by desire) pens the prose of his sexual longings. While the 
failure of the cool allegory may be seen as a narrative limitation set by emotion and the 
body, the un-cool allegory offers the narrator-author the chance to assert the details of both 
the story (e.g. the iron filings) and his narrative self (e.g. as avenging author). This mod-
ified allegory of vengeance is a telling example of the paradox of autobiographication, as 
discussed in this essay: by asserting the fictionality of a detail, the narrator simultaneously 
asserts the authenticity of the narrative self written through this detail. Both his sexual 
longings and his rage lead him to use and abuse such details. He weaves himself into the 
text, so that the fictional text heralds the narrative as the authentic expression of the self. 

The revenge fantasy is prefaced by the conditional clause, "if' (Dh 87, law); the self-
conscious narrator's speech requires the reader to decide whether the farts are fictional; and 
even the author's claims regarding the agents responsible for the execution lack certainty. 
While this might also be interpreted as the author's attempt to place an ironic distance be-
tween himself and his fiction, this potential irony remains incapable of deconstructing the 
narrator's body and emotions, as they appear in his life-writing (e.g. as lust and rage). On 
the contrary, the potential irony turns not against the narrator's lust, but against his attempt 
to control his lust and rage. While the tricky, self-conscious narrator seems capable of his 
writing ad libitum, writing is nonetheless framed and limited by emotion and lust. The 
fictional trickeries refer to an emotional and corporeal self that do matter for the narrator 
and, consequently, for his fiction. 

In the end, the narrator imagines that he one day will sit in the lap of a statue of Buddha 
while Rajawat sits in his lap and that the streetlamp's light will hit them "as if we were 
three copied images of the god, Buddha."113 The narrator thereby achieves his bodily and 
sexual fusion with Rajawat. While a statue of Buddha, who preaches chastity, might first 
appear to be the clean and 'udhrite place, the statue in the Japanese Garden is the place 
where clients waiting to enter a brothel (located in the public toilet) practice having sexual 

112 See Dh 86. 
113 Dh 92: ka-annanii thaliithat namiidhij mansiikhah min Biidhii 'l-iliih. 
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. t 114 B "' . I. . I I m ercourse. y re1errmg to t 11s part1cu ar statue, t 1e narrator deconstructs the anti-
emotional and anti-bodily approach to sexuality that his social surrounding imposes on him 
as an 'author'. Consequently, there seems to be no "way out of such a hateful thing called 
emotions and humans feelings" -neither on a statue of the god Buddha, nor as a prudish 
priest in an allegory. Just like Amln's Nora, Dhikr'i's narrator seems to long (after the ad-
ventures of writing) for evidence beyond the page: in the Japanese Garden, they will sit 
together on a statue of Buddha. 

4. Daring authenticity: writing emotion and body that matter 

The two novels of Amin and Dhikr'i, though very different, 115 both employ the narrative 
formula of autobiographic metafiction. In both novels, writing the self is less about docu-
menting the experiencing-I than about creating the narrating-I; less about writing about a 
"life" (or a life-span) than writing a "becoming" (as Idwar al-Kharrat expresses it in City of 
Saffron), which highlights the transitory aspects of both identity and life. Fathoming out the 
possibilities of life as a contemporaneous, narrative process of becoming, they are, as Nura 
Amin has stated, "trapped in the present". 116 Leaving the socio-political situation aside,

117 

and instead focussing on the self~ such writing regards itself not as an historical expression, 
but rather as a series of existential contemplations. 118 

Both novels self-consciously intertwine facts and fiction; fusing the "kernel of events" 
to the "flight of fancy" (in the words of al-Kharrat). On the one hand, these texts extend the 
boundaries of autobiography in the direction of the autobiographical novel. On the other 
hand, they deal with fiction as an authentic expression of the writing self: as an 'autobio-
graphication'. Therefore, autobiographic metafiction is a reflection on both autobiographi-
cal and fictional writing. While al-Kharrat refuses the notion of autobiography (because of 
its fictionality), the autobiographic metafiction of the 1990s stresses the autobiographical 
traces that appear in fictional life-writing. 119 Even so, these approaches represent two sides 

114 See Dh 89-91. 
115 They differ mostly in strncture, setting, and the use of irony. While DhikrT's novel has a labyrinthine 

time structure (see TilmisanT 2004), AmTn's novel follows a chronological order. While AmTn's novel 
takes place in the 'center' of Egypt, and therefore deals with middle to upper class society, DhikrT's 
novel focuses on the 'periphery' and describes mostly underclass society. Finally, while AmTn's novel 
mostly eschews irony, DhikrT's novel endorses it-to a certain degree. For an ironic reading of An 
Empty Pink Shirt see Qu\b/$alil)/Sa!Tm 2000: 168-9. While they interpret the differential selves as an 
ironic challenge of the dominant self, the present essay highlights the emotional appraisal process that 
claims authenticity for the differential selves and, thus, leads to a regained self: 

116 See ~Iafi~ 2001: 197. 
117 More precisely, the literature of the 1990s does not take the socio-political situation as the overt sub-

ject of its narratives. Nevertheless, it remains a product of this situation (see l;Hifi~ 2001: 186-213), 
which it may depict through small details (see Fiilmdrich 1999: 91-92) and/or narrative choices (see 
~Iafi~ 2001:208-213). 

118 See TilmisanT 2004. 
119 For al-TilmisanT see Fahndrich 1999: 92-94. 
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of the same coin: the fusion of fiction and autobiography. 120 And while City of Saffron, as 
Susanne Enderwitz states, is an "example of the postmodernist proclamation of the 'death 
of the subject"' focussing on the "disappearance of the self', 121 the two novels of the 90s, 
as I have tried to outline, witness the reappearance of the self. 

One finds the narrative formula of autobiographic metafiction at work (in various 
forms) in many novels of the Egyptian literature of the 1990s, such as Sumayyah 
Rama<)an's Awraq al-Narjis (Leaves of Narcissus, 2001) or Mayy al-TilmisanI's Dunyazild 
(Dunyazad, 1997). Influenced by poststmcturalist ideas, such novels highlight the act of 
writing as an act ofliving,122 as expressed in the final paragraph ofRama~lan's novel: 

I write, I erase. I write. What if someone reads these leaves of paper before they're ... 
complete? Writing is never complete[ ... ]. Not being is more merciful surely. For be-
ing demands that we never end ... never. Being demands that we erase and return to 
writing and life once again, a writing and life that might be. 123 

As a result of this tight symbiosis between writing and life, the poetics of the text become 
the poetics of the self. Consequently, such autobiographic metafiction sometimes claims to 
produce a 'reborn author', 124 who aims to sculpt idealistic texts and selves125 exclusively on 
the page, beyond societal constraints. The failure of such idealistic attempts reveals an 
emotional-and corporeal-self that is not so much depicted in the text but expressed 
through it. Emotions are neither soundly described nor neatly labelled, but fictionally writ-
ten and aesthetically interpreted. 126 Thus, autobiographic metafiction focuses less on the 
final product than on the various processes of becoming (here, the narrative appraisal 
processes that produce emotions); the resulting contemplative prose is like a kind of open-
heart surgery, which highlights the text/self/emotion in transition. As Martha Nussbaum 
suggests, emotions are the "upheavals of thought [ ... ] suffused with intelligence and dis-
cernment, and thus a source of deep awareness and understanding"; 127 emotions, therefore, 
are an integral part of contemplative autobiographic metafiction. 

120 These two approaches differ in their respective emphases on either fiction or autobiography. One's 
choice or approach might also be interpreted as a measure of the extent to which one agrees with 
postmodernist assumptions regarding the refusal of autobiography. 

121 Enderwitz 1998: 19. For further discussions of a lost or destructed self in Arabic literature see Guth 
2007 and Klemm 2010. 

122 For a study of the relationship between writing and living in Rama\liin's novel, see BirayrT 2002. 
123 Rama~liin 2002: 111. 
124 According to the critic and author John Barth, the authorial self in postmodernist literature does not 

disappear, but, on the contrary, reaches an incomparable height, despite the assumed death of the sub-
ject. See Lipina-Berezkina 2003: 270-271 and passim. For literary theory's new interest in the histori-
cal author, see Jannidis/Lauer/Martinez/Winko 1999. 

125 This utopian aspect of writing is already inherent in al-Kharrat's concept of kitiibah, as Andreas 
Pllitsch elaborates. See Pflitsch 2000a: 47-51. 

126 As a result, emotions cannot always be clearly categorized, but often appear as 'cross-emotions'. In 
Amin, Nora's love suffers grief at the hands of societal constraints, even while she takes joy in writ-
ing. In DhikrT, the narrator-author feels hatred and rage for Rajawat, as well as fondness and sexual 
desire. 

127 Nussbaum 2001: i. For a discussion of Nussbaum, see Demmerling/Landweer 2007: 11-15. 
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While these texts uncover ambiguous, different selves, they challenge the postmodernist 
parole of "anything goes",128 by exposing emotions that limit the narrator's freedom to 
write. The self is, in principle, "always able to be differently", 129 but at some points of 
writing it appears "to be so and not able to be differently". This narrowing of life-
possibilities generates, or stages, the authenticity of emotion in the texts. Consequently, 
emotions and their underlying appraisal patterns challenge the arbitrariness of postmodern-
ism, giving rise to something more than "a text, a na~l'. 

The Cartesian subject may be dead, but decentered subjects that are anything but flat 
appear within the field of subjectivity. On the contrary, their struggles with marginalisation, 
ineptitude, loneliness, and strangeness (as deep as the depth of history) endow them with 
psychological and emotional complexity. They also experience the sometimes joyful, but 
often bitter, existential Gewmjenheit into narrativity: they are thrown into writing the self. 
While writing, at first glance, seems to offer the authorial selves the best means of achiev-
ing self-assertion, its shortcomings eventually become clear. In the end, they do not accept 
the formula of "individuality lost, fun gained"130 (Guth) anymore, but long for evidence 
beyond the page-beyond narrativity and radical constructivism. . 

The resulting text is neither a "machine for irony" (Ironisierungmaschine/ 31 nor an ec-
lectic word-game. Although it employs poststructuralist and postmodemist strategies, it 
uncovers a constructed, emotional and corporeal self that is no longer simultaneously, inde-
finitely, and completely deconstructed. This refusal of deconstruction might be called 'the 
risky venture of authenticity'. It results in emotions and a body that matter. By daring au-
thenticity, these texts focus on a 'vanishing point' beyond the ironic horizon of postmo-
demism. 

This fading away of irony reflects, perhaps, the contemporary state of the arts. 132 ln ref-
erence to the exhaustion of recent postmodernist American fiction, David Foster Wallace 
(1962-2008) suggests (in his essay, E Unibus Pluram-Television and U.S. Fiction): 

The next real literary "rebels" in this country might well emerge as some weird 
bunch of"antirebels," born oglers who dare to back away from ironic watching, who 
have the childish gall actually to endorse single-entendre values. Who treat old un-
trendy human troubles and emotions in U.S. life with reverence and conviction. 
Who eschew self-consciousness and fatigue. 133 

128 "Exposure to the idea that no final legitimation is available anymore, however, did in practice not lead 
to the conclusion that all literary conventions are in principle arbitrary-that 'anything goes,' what-
ever one wishes to write." Fokkema 1997: 22; italics in the original. The postmodernist "anything 
goes" eschews, for example, authenticity and truth claims. For (post-)postmodernist literature that 
challenges the postmodernist "anything goes", see Fokkema 1997: 33. 

129 Meyer 2000: 74. 
130 See Guth 2007. 
131 Helmuth Lethcn uses this expression in his interview with Ludwig Jager. Sec Jager 2009: 89. 
132 Andreas Pflitsch (following the German author Benjamin von Stuckrad-Uarre) suggests in his study of 

al-l)a'Tfthat irony in recent times has become omnipresent and inevitable. As a result, the intensity of 
(post-) irony is reduced and its signs fade away to such a degree that it sometimes seems impossible to 
decide whether irony is intended or not. See Pflitsch 2009: 362-365. 

133 Wallace 1993: 192-193. 
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The autobiographic metafiction of the 1990s does not back away from self-consciousness, 
but it certainly does back away from ironic watching. To be more precise: the texts might 
be ironic, as DhikrI's novel certainly is, but not exclusively and often not with regard to 
emotions and bodies; on the contrary, they sometimes dare to be authentic and long for 
concrete, emotional and physical evidence. 

One might already call this phenomenon post-postmodernist-for lack of a better 
term-since it challenges the refutation of truth claims. Then again, one might call it post-
modernist, since the recent phenomenon of Arabic best-sellers (and their new style of writ-
ing) certainly has less in common with postmodernism than the literature of the l 990s. 134 

One might also call it a crossing of the postmodernist and postcolonial imperatives, in 
which the artistic playfulness of the former merges with the self-assertive sincerity of the 
latter. Or one might simply call it an Arabic, or even Egyptian, variety of postmodern-
ism.135 Finally, it may even be ascribed to a misreading of deconstructionist texts, or an 
attempt to brush against their grain by focussing on lasting constructions. Depending on 
one's emphasis and approach, one may rightly consider this phenomenon a paradigm shift, 
a new mode, a crossing-over, a particular shaping, or a different reading. In any case, we 
can assert that the Egyptian autobiographic metafiction of the 1990s quite successfully 
combines radical metafiction with emotional authenticity. 
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